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Foreword by the Author

Leaving behind the humor and apparent themes of the second
volume in this trilogy, we arrive at the poetry volume that had
been written in conjunction with “The Chronicles of a Stink
Chicken: Episodes.” This work is far from continuing a rewrite
of this Platonic derivative sets of western near civilized republics
(0r, at least I am advised so concerning such civility?), without
reference to any Typhoid Mary, cousins, social acquaintances,
carnival ride operators parked annually in her village green, dark
street corners, nor alleys, where things are lost and/or found, and
any reference to Santa’s real and actual poisonous mushroom
effected reindeer, Mazurka dance marathons and TV 24 hour fund
raiser donation marathons. The question may also be arrived at
by any said bipolar themed author of “the appropriateness and/
or desired to actually save this place” in any case?
Personally, after a period of deep thought in which I also
arrived at a conclusion, or rather discovery, that a certain fast
food chain’s passion fruit icy, mixed with coconut rum probably
achieves the addition of another painful head addition, I find
myself again an editor preparing myself for public consumption.
Whether this be presented in some obscene jelly form probably
also is dependent somewhat upon future technologies. For
myself, I am now assessing all and sundry for “inappropriate
patterned baldness” in its unfashionable appearance, lack of
hygiene, personal endangerment possibility status, and water
table environmental pollutant quality as a result of any socially
popularized, regular applications of assorted chemically
dangerous hair dyes, sprays, perms, and gels! Be aware!
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In the meantime, what of the “outlet for the outlet”
manuscript that I barely realized had built in sufficient numbers
so as to open possibility of another volume in their own right?
How do these drift moments and stomped engagements fit
into the whole of trilogy? If this trilogy of bipolar, in all its
associated professional variations of thought, applied practice,
and social context, is truly about the passing and explanation of
this individual’s experiences in realms of diagnostic associated
poetics, creative writings, and assorted arts genre, how is this third
volume relevant in a possible teaching and learning context? In
educationalist terms, without reference to any other profession’s
position nor practice, the presentation of differing genres
containing aspects of a life, in real terms, or parody, or mixed
into a cocktail to simply promote discussion of the confrontation
to the reader of the absurd, bazaar, or simply hurting mind, body,
and soul, to promote discussion and hopefully formation of an
individual’s personal ethical and moralistic stance. To open via
the presentation on a page of confronting realities in mixed genre
form of the absurd, or mixed into a cocktail to inflame a reader’s
own emotive responses in one form or another, simply to open
in a mind that truism that “reality may indeed be stranger than
fiction”. This internalized set of structures, prior to their own
spheres of life perhaps, being confronted in their own world by
such person, people, and/or events, where they cannot turn their
eyes away, may be unable to not offer their support. Thus, we
must find some strength, or perhaps character built from these
internalized structures, simply to perform as best they can,
whatever that may be.
It is said in education, that despite the varying stances of
tertiary educators about one approach position or another, these
often conflicting in approach, let alone application of approach
or pathway, even teaching practice itself, right down to the basis
of explanation of teaching and learning behaviors. If one is to be
effective outside that closeted world of the lecture and seminar
held, one must learn to be eclectic and inter-modal. Thus, as
vi
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an author attempting explanation that may offer a deeper
understanding, upon a remote page, I offer not only variation
and bazaar portrayal, but also variation of genre. Simply to
crank over those minds too set in the poetic offering, or prose,
or even visual! My humble attempt to keep you all “well oiled”
this time, so to speak.
My return here is to note that these second and third
volumes, “The Chronicles of a Stink Chicken: Episodes,” and
this “Conversations with a Black Cockatoo,” were indeed
written together. The books are a chronology of liquid process
and theme of thought and development, even perhaps of those
stages of bipolar noted in that first volume “Netted Rainbows,”
concurrent in both. Perhaps if one is able to find between these
poems, and events and themes noted within individual Episodes
of that volume two, one may gain an insight into such a sufferers
mind in process of cranking over, grinding, and shuddering.
For instance, the poem of abject loss, from the last Christmas
spent in fear with a dying mother to point of death, can be seen
traversing the period between Episode Three and a sad amateur
comedian attempting a public suicide, perhaps by the taking of
a few of us if we had set upon him, to that of a smorgasbord in
Episode Two. The hurting and anger of loss psychology may then
be better explained and presented if one places these separate
volume pieces together. An argument for a single volume held
trilogy at a later stage? Perhaps. I suggest that my hope is
credence returned, of concurrent themes running and developing
through such a trilogy, above and beyond bipolar professional
thought, that give that completed trilogy a literary context and
importance as a work in itself.
I must point out here that in all three volumes of this Trilogy,
there is some chronology element in order of poems within
each, but this is not necessarily a hard and fast rule. To embark
upon the exercise noted above one must do more than to simply
look at order, or perhaps more mathematically descriptive,
the percentage one has engaged or passed through an entire
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manuscript to find a similar chronology appropriate, as well as
thematic points of another.
Other themes run throughout this manuscript, apart from an
obsession with food, even a bulimic theme perhaps with those
salad roll connected pieces. Firstly, please note that at no point
has a medical practitioner mention bulimia to me, nor glandular,
nor even sex-based food replacement as I spent an extended
period of isolation looking after my mother, during this period of
composition mode. Why continue now? I offer you this, nothing
more. Humbly and graciously, nothing more! Yes, selfish for a
bipolar because it is achievement renewed in my own systems,
yet offered all the same. Perhaps psychologically that openhanded type offering mode could be viewed as tied to an outlet
and release process in itself. I hope that readers enjoy these as
well as drag them apart.
The periods over which this volume and “The Chronicles”
were written were also that of relocation after the sale of my
mother’s property and leaving of vicinity in which our family
had lived for over 100 years. Noted within the poems are
references to a “Western Reef”, which may possibly be seen as a
suicide reference, but in reality is tied to my search for outer city
accommodation west of Sydney in the regions where my Great
Grandfather and family originally mined for gold in those gold
rushes. This relocation, perhaps dislocation, resultant and tied
to loss, is also apparent in the poem “Stray Dog,” however, my
personal thoughts also include a new beginning theme amidst the
relocation. This is not necessarily a bad thing! There was little
left for me in the city. Indeed, I had not even lived in that vicinity
for over ten years prior to me becoming ill, followed by an aging
mother’s fall and eventual passing! In reality, my experience
also feels now akin to a press-ganged event, albeit that I also
feel proud to have been there for her in a “job done” and “did
my duty” type sturdiness of pride. Somewhat rebounding in a
“who cares” retort to those misogynist strut bone pointers that
pervade, YES, even amidst the health and education systemic
viii
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“sooth Sayers.” Of course, I am quite incorrect and obviously
and evidently bipolar affected by even contemplating such an
association. I abjectly apologize forthwith! “Sorry!”
To conclude, I could draw reference to a range of alternate
to systems thoughts upon bipolar, however, I expect in life we
all have a solution to find. That double-edged sword belief and
concept of the tarot? Mine may or may not be these books. I also
point out that after a multi-tertiary qualifications pathway and
those before myself in our family leaving inherited items as well
as cash, that I am today somewhat stronger and positively life
experienced to take on whatever: seen, unseen, and/or conjured
at point of midnight hour. The themes of the Chook’s corridor
now only referenced in a comparative mode with this volume
and left behind as a parody or imposition, I could now add more
humor by suggesting the coating of those bald craniums at night
in vapor rubs, etcetera, etcetera, etcetera.
However, my only real point here is that any and all sufferers
should never give up! Find ways to keep putting those little
achievements in the face of everything.
If one is able to pursue long enough, one may find as I seem
to perceive at times, that you have built a concentration span
that seems to endure longer than many parts of the systems that
surround you in life! In a way, if one is subject to feel “bottomed
out” then there is only one way left to travel-upwards!
In a world of math and science based technologies, remember
the Arts! The great enemy of scientific outlook, and friend to
release and outlet! Luckily, in this world of technology there are
cheap and easy ways to initially pursue some aspects of the Arts.
For instance, the cell phone cam. Simply keep taking them and
download these into albums for long term review. You will get
better! Give yourselves a chance! If you will not back yourself,
who will?
This is not a reference to any medical issue, follow and
observe your medical practitioners advice, the reference is to the
use of free time and cheap alternatives available. You can play
ix
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computer games, yet a year later there is nothing upon a CV.
Or, build phone cam portfolios, a recognized photographic genre
in the Arts, and build that precious early adult CV! Remember,
they love talking about and discussing our art! Feed them, and
keep on keeping on!
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Ode to an Asian Style Salad Roll and Curry Pie

Behold grub set upon metal truss,
Multicultural luncheon delight:
Bend my buds,
Entreat my hearty pang:
Entwined in gullet rare,
You build, bewilder, and bind;
Close set and layered betwixt baker’s bun,
Curry warmed and chili rendered:
Hail you combination thing,
Let me set you thus within;
Sat I tabled in a Narwee street,
Behold, I hold you thus beset:
Will that I linger long upon this mix recalled,
Placed in heart and held aloft for suns to shine.
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The Bourked Wills that Break Up a Sunday Host

Into a valley of death,
The brave drink punters drove,
Well met at Mortdale Rail,
A troupe of fine upstanding males.
Together this day they rode,
To Town Hall with thirsts of camel,
A buck’s day to be had,
Length Oxford to the Junction.
Intrepid deed indeed,
Long slow trail of men,
One drink is all per house,
Let the party men buy for boast!
All houses along this trail,
Must host just one fine ale,
It took a few to steel the heart,
Turpitude buttock cut leather tailed.
At first they gave them gladly,
Such fine lads for a Saturday eve feast,
When repeat leaving began cause sorrow,
2
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Word was passed along the street.
Women lovers are here,
Fish net left latte cafes,
Doubled around bound future house,
Await the hetro host.
Check ‘em out, but don’t buy them,
Their plan seemed strong and just,
Fine lads and humor,
Flawed this and exposed their lust.
Houses of men began follow,
Trick them was a second thought,
They were not halfway,
All could see their stride grew short.
Ply the buggers with booze,
We’ll carry them away yet,
Let them parry us with good humor,
We’ll show them a well sorted chet!
The carnage became incessant,
Red wines of humor bled,
The lads consumed insatiate,
The hour began to grow late.
Finally in staggered thrust,
One jockey sized cocktailed kite,
Bugled shrike above bar host,
“We come here for peace yet still you strike!”
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Renewed was vigor repel,
Drinks became plied with snap,
Then came the tranny songsters,
Tent pegging along their path.
One by one we fell,
Carried from field to cab or bus,
One by one the pubs departed,
Until finally late night fell upon us.
Three or four left standing,
Left note on social site,
“If any return this day,
Early opener at Junction or bust!”
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